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This week on Security Now!
●
●
●
●
●

Another sneaky room-audio information leak,
New Delaware legislation gives heirs access to deceased member’s digital assets,
Pointing fingers at personal information leakage,
An new and very welcome JAVA option (for we cognoscenti),
My newfound appreciation from writing the secure portion of the SQRL client…

Beginning our 10th Year!!

“What can happen when the transporter malfunctions.”
(Deeply disturbing image courtesy of Jeremy C. Waldecker, SpinRite licensee since 2005)

Security News:
"Gyrophone" -- Using smartdevice gryroscopes as sensitive audio vibration detectors
● Usenix conference presentation
● No way for users of Android devices they tested to deny an app or website access to that
data.
● Although Android samples the Gyroscope at 200Hz, post processing demonstrated:
○ Digits 0 through 9 spoken in the room could be recognized with 65% accuracy.
○ Speaker's gender recognized with 85% accuracy.
○ Distinguish among 5 different speakers in a room with 65% accuracy.
○ And these guys were NOT speech recognition expects, they just wanted to make a
point.
● iOS's limit of 100Hz puts it under the critical recognition threshold.
● Chrome & Safari on Android limit website sensor reading to 20 hertz
● Firefox for Android lets websites access the full 200 hertz frequency.
● Remember that in 2011, Georgia Tech researchers decoded typed keystrokes by picking
up the vibrations through a nearby smartphone.

Delaware legislation gives heirs access to deceased member’s digital assets
● http://arstechnica.com/tech-policy/2014/08/delaware-becomes-first-state-to-give-heirs
-broad-digital-assets-access/
● The "Fiduciary Access to Digital Assets and Digital Accounts Act."
●

Delaware has become the first state in the US to enact a law that ensures families’ rights
to access the digital assets of loved ones during incapacitation or after death.
● Delaware's governor signed House Bill (HB) 345, “Fiduciary Access to Digital Assets and
Digital Accounts Act,” which gives heirs and executors the same authority to take legal
control of a digital account or device as they would a physical asset or document.
● This bill arose from the (non-profit) Uniform Law Commission's UFADAA -- Uniform
Fiduciary Access to Digital Assets Act (UFADAA).
● Delaware is the first state to take the UFADAA and turn it into a bona fide law.
●

The Delaware law states:
○ A fiduciary with authority over digital assets or digital accounts of an account holder
under this chapter shall have the same access as the account holder, and is
deemed to (i) have the lawful consent of the account holder and (ii) be an
authorized user under all applicable state and federal law and regulations and any
end user license agreement.
● Typically, when a person dies, access to a digital service officially dies with them.
● Giving your password to your spouse or a trusted loved one is forbidden under
Facebook’s terms of service:
○ You will not share your password (or in the case of developers, your secret key),
let anyone else access your account, or do anything else that might jeopardize the
security of your account.
○ You will not transfer your account (including any Page or application you administer)
to anyone without first getting our written permission.

"HTTP Shaming" --> http://httpshaming.tumblr.com/
● Verizon Wireless - Non-Secured homepage prompts for login.
○ (Non-Secured pages should not contain forms.)
● ASUS - "Asus serves manual router update over HTTP, making it easy for the NSA to
deliver you some customizations."
● KeePass - "KeePass is a password manager, hosted on an unencrypted HTTP website,
with an executable downloadable over HTTP."
● DirecTV - "DirecTV’s login page loads over HTTP, POSTing to HTTPS. Previous posts
address why that’s a terrible idea."
● Ubiquiti serves manual router update over HTTP
○ Ubiquiti’s website to download router firmware upgrades runs on HTTP, and the
firmware .tar files are also served over HTTP.
● Scribd is completely insecure
○ Scribd is totally awesome, yet also a security fail. All sites on the page load via
HTTP by default, including the sign in, account registration, and user change pages.
That means that anyone can be listening in on your personal data.
●

TripIt insecurely broadcasts sensitive travel details in calendar feeds; could destroy your
vacation
○ Update Aug 18, 12:26 PT: TripIt is responding with the following tweet to everyone
(except me, so far) who has tweeted about this: “We take feedback very
seriously. We’re working diligently to move cal feeds to HTTPS while minimizing
disruption for users.”
JAVA:

Oracle allows experts to auto-block sponsor offers during upgrades
● https://twitter.com/BigBadEd/status/500343253812932609/photo/1
● Java Control Panel > Advanced > Miscellaneous
○ [ ] Suppress sponsor offers when installing or updating Java

Microsoft retracts a buggy update
https://technet.microsoft.com/library/security/MS14-045

● Update FAQ
What if I experienced difficulties restarting my system after installing security update
2982791?
○ Customers who are experiencing difficulties restarting their systems after the
installation of security update 2982791 should refer to the Known Issues section of
Microsoft Knowledge Base Article 2982791.
● MS14-045: Description of the security update for kernel-mode drivers: August 12, 2014
○ ~~ Uninstall any of several listed updates.
○ (MSFT has withdrawn the update.)

SQRL:
●

The surprising difficulty of writing truly secure code.

SpinRite
●

What does it do?

Big Routing Tables
http://www.bgpmon.net/what-caused-todays-internet-hiccup/
● A routed-packet based network.
● Packet: Source IP and Destination IPs.
● Interconnected routers forward packets toward their destination.
● Routing tables instruct the router where to send each packet.
● Class A, B, C
● Class-based division never scaled well.
● CIDR - Classless Inter-Domain Routing
● “Longest Prefix Match” -- most specific match
● Home user’s routing table has a VERY simple decision to make: Is it Local or not?
● Global Routers have a VASTLY more difficult job...
● Well known “TCAM” (Tertiary Content Addressable Memory) limitation in older CISCO
routers limit their routing table to 512K entries. (2^19)
●

AS - Autonomous Systems / ASN - Autonomous System Number

Today’s Tier 1 Global Routing Tables:
Provider

Location

Number of IPv4 routes on full BGP feed

Level3

Amsterdam

497,869

GTT

Amsterdam

499,272

NTT

Amsterdam

499,610

Telstra

Sydney

491,522

NTT

Sydney

500,265

Singtel

Singapore

501,061

NTT

Singapore

499,830

Level3

Chicago

497,470

GTT

Chicago

499,326

NTT

Chicago

499,523

Starting at 07:48 UTC about 15,000 new prefixes were introduced into the global routing table.

The new prefixes being announced almost all originated by the Verizon Autonomous systems
701 and 705.
All of the new routing entries appear to be more specific announcements for their larger
aggregate blocks. BGPmon detected 170 more specific /24 routes for the larger 72.69.0.0/16
block.
Whatever happened internally at Verizon caused aggregation for these prefixes to fail, which
resulted in the introduction of thousands of new /24 routes into the global routing table.
This caused the routing table to temporarily reach 515,000 prefixes and that caused issues for
older Cisco routers.
Verizon quickly solved the de-aggregation problem, so we’re good for now. However the
Internet routing table will continue to grow organically and we will reach the 512,000 limit soon
again.
There’s a work-around for those operating these older cisco routers. The 512,000 route
limitation can be increased to a higher number:
http://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/support/docs/switches/catalyst-6500-series-switches/117712problemsolution-cat6500-00.html

CAT 6500 and 7600 Series Routers and Switches TCAM
Allocation Adjustment Procedures
Default is 512,000
Maximum is 1,000,000

